Context Our ability to understand the implications of prescriptions for landscape change (i.e., conservation actions) is constrained by the scopes of spatial pattern indices employed to describe landscapes. Most indices are suited for use with a single species or habitat, but the consequences of conservation actions are inherently multispecies. Hence, indices that incorporate information for multiple species are desirable. Objectives I describe a conceptual model for multispecies spatial pattern indices that incorporates species-specific habitat definitions and scales of landscape effects. I explore its utility for conservation planning and present insights and suggestions for its application. Methods The conceptual model employs habitat maps and estimates of species' scales of effect for habitat amount within landscapes surrounding sites. I present three indices rooted in the model: cumulative habitat amount, fragmented species count (FSC), and fragmented species-habitat count (FSHC). Comparisons of FSC and FSHC values at individual sites can reveal areas of high importance for protection as well as a measure of conservation design problem complexity. I demonstrate application of the indices for 40 species within a study area in the northwestern U.S. Results The indices provided a visualization of spatial patterns in multispecies habitat fragmentation across the study region, revealing areas with relatively high levels of habitat fragmentation and sites where habitat configuration is of high importance for the species analyzed. Conclusions The conceptual model provides descriptions of landscapes that can provide important context for conservation actions. Implementation may warrant further development, exploration of sensitivities, or case-specific refinements.
Introduction
Habitat fragmentation has been considered a primary threat to biodiversity because of widespread Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (https://doi.org/10.1007/s10980-019-00888-7) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
anthropogenic land use change and what are believed by many to be negative relationships between the spatial patterns of fragmented landscapes and species that inhabit them (Fardila et al. 2017 ). On the basis of those relationships, some conservationists have assessed the implications of historical landscape changes on biodiversity and prescribed changes that would alter the spatial configuration of habitat to increase connectivity and mitigate fragmentation effects (Fardila et al. 2017) . Examples of such landscape conservation actions include conservation corridors (Vos et al. 2002) and strategically placed protected areas (Belote et al. 2016) or ecological restorations (Huxel and Hastings 1999) .
Efforts to understand the ecological implications of landscape changes have largely focused on single species or, alternately, on animal assemblages that are associated with a single natural land cover type (Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006; Fardila et al. 2017) . Views of landscape patterns that are limited to single species or species assemblages have been foundational to landscape ecology, but they provide narrow contexts for understanding the consequences of conservation actions because landscape changes affect many species with unique ecologies that can be at odds with each other (Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006) . Those narrow contexts create risks of unforeseen or unknown consequences of conservation actions. Surrogate species, such as umbrellas and indicators, are often used in landscape assessments in attempt to account for multiple species by applying knowledge about single-species or single-species methods, but the utility of the surrogate species approach has been questioned because it assumes similarity among the ecologies of species that each surrogate represents, which may not exist (Noon et al. 2009 ). Hence, multispecies approaches are desirable because, in many cases, they could provide an opportunity to broaden the scope of study and provide a more complete understanding of the consequences of observed or expected landscape changes.
The use of multispecies indices could broaden our views of landscape patterns and the consequences of conservation actions by incorporating two key ecological realities. First, each species responds to landscape conditions and features in a unique way that forms a distinct definition of what is habitat for that species (Table 1 ; Hall et al. 1997; Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006) . That definition can differ from a common use of the term ''habitat'' to refer to an individual type of vegetative community, such as ''forest habitat'' (Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006; Fahrig 2013) . Many methods for describing and mapping species' habitats exist, but all represent single or sets of biotic and/or abiotic (continuous or categorical) data layers as spatial distributions or predicted probabilities of habitat occurrence. Probabilistic habitat maps are often continuous but can be presented in binary terms via thresholding for assessment and planning applications (Franklin 2009 ). Binary habitat maps are often patch-matrix models of habitat patches within non-habitat matrix (Frazier and Kedron 2017) . Importantly, the spatial distributions of habitat for different species can be partially, completely, or non-overlapping within the landscapes where they co-occur, so a given species' distribution may not be nested within or complementary to another's. Habitat maps have been created for use in regional and national conservation projects including the USGS Gap Analysis Project (McKerrow et al. 2018) , and prospects are high for the development of more maps given the recent interest in methods for mapping species' distributions (Araújo et al. 2019) .
A second important concept that multispecies indices could incorporate is that species' individual abilities and propensities to move through space influence the scales at which they experience landscapes (Addicott et al. 1987) , and therefore, the distances at which individuals and populations are influenced by the landscape structure surrounding them. Modelers of species occurrence, population vital rates, and population persistence have incorporated landscape structure by calculating measures of spatial pattern (i.e., landscape predictors) within areas around sites (Gustafson 1998; Betts et al. 2006; Martin and Fahrig 2012; Fardila et al. 2017) . Models have shown that, for a single species, the distances at which landscape effects are measurable or consequential, termed ''scales of effect'' (Table 1) , likely vary among indices (Jackson and Fahrig 2012) and processes of interest (Addicott et al. 1987; Martin and Fahrig 2012) . Additionally, scale domains may exist for a particular response by a species to a landscape characteristic (Wiens 1989) . While it is unlikely that scales of effect will be documented for all species and spatial pattern indices, the burgeoning field of movement ecology holds promise for documenting the underlying movement abilities of individual species and, thus, the scales at which they interact with landscapes (Fardila et al. 2017) .
With habitat maps and scales of effect identified or estimated for individual species in a multispecies landscape assessment, planning, or characterization exercise, choices arise with regards to what to quantify across the landscape in order to characterize the landscapes surrounding sites, individuals, or populations. Numerous options are available (McGarigal 2015) , but landscape composition and patch configuration are the primary components of spatial heterogeneity and structural connectivity (Gustafson 1998) and, thus, are the key landscape patterns to quantify. Composition is often measured as the proportion of a landscape that is habitat for a species (i.e., ''habitat amount''), whereas a variety of pattern indices, such as patch size and edge length are available to characterize the configuration of patches within landscapes (Gustafson 1998; Betts et al. 2006; McGarigal 2015) .
The relationships between composition and configuration indices can be complex, because landscape composition and configuration are linked (Fahrig 1997 (Fahrig , 2003 . That is, the arrangement of habitat changes with habitat loss (Didham et al. 2011) . Additionally, the relationships between the influences of habitat amount and configuration on local processes are complex: the configuration of habitat is thought to be less important when there is more habitat in a landscape (Andrén 1994; Gustafson 1998 ). Simulations and empirical studies have suggested that thresholds in proportion of habitat likely exist above which configuration is unimportant (Andrén 1994; Fahrig 1997 ). Such thresholds have been called ''fragmentation thresholds'' (Table 1) . Villard and Metzger (2014) presented a conceptual framework in which configuration is only important within a range of intermediate levels of habitat amount that is bounded by an extinction threshold, below which the amount of habitat is insufficient for population persistence, and a fragmentation threshold, above which configuration is unimportant. It is worth noting that the importance of habitat amount versus configuration has been debated. Fahrig (2013) presented an alternative view on the importance of habitat configuration, arguing that observed configuration effects are attributable to habitat amount (i.e., the ''sample area effect''), but this view is somewhat controversial (Didham et al. 2011; Haddad et al. 2017) .
The importance of habitat configuration to local populations or individuals is relevant to conservation planning because the design challenges associated with a prospective conservation action could be more or less complex depending on the importance of habitat configuration for the affected species. Habitat Resources and conditions in an area that produce occupancy by a species (Hall et al. 1997 ); species-specific Scale of effect The spatial extent at which a landscape effect is measurable or consequential for a species (Jackson and Fahrig 2012) Neighborhood
The area surrounding a site within which landscape structure is consequential for a species; a circular area with radius equal to the scale of effect for a particular measure of landscape structure; species-specific Fragmentation threshold A habitat amount within the landscape around a cell above which habitat patch configuration is unimportant and below which the habitat is considered fragmented (Andrén 1994; Villard and Metzger 2014) Region of fragmentation A subregion of a study area where habitat is fragmented for a species
Fragmented species A species whose habitat is fragmented within some region of interest, such as a neighborhood
Cumulative habitat amount (CHA)
A multispecies sum of habitat amounts within the species-specific neighborhoods surrounding a focal site
Fragmented species count (FSC)
The number of species for which a site is located within a region of fragmentation
Fragmented species-habitat count (FSHC)
The number of species for which a site is located within a region of fragmentation and is habitat; the number of fragmented species that may inhabit a particular site Complexity will arise in a design exercise when species with dissimilar habitat requirements cooccur in the affected landscape, because the cooccurrence of such species might present tradeoffs whereby accommodating one species at a site causes the exclusion of another. In such cases, if habitat configuration is unimportant in the affected areas, then the tradeoff could be handled by reconfiguring habitat in the landscape without affecting the amount of habitat for either species. Conversely, if habitat configuration is important for both species, then options for aiding one species without harming the other could become either zero-sum, severely reduced, or difficult to identify.
In the sections that follow, I outline a conceptual model for multispecies landscape pattern indices that incorporates species' unique habitat definitions and scales of effect, and I demonstrate its utility for landscape conservation planning. I present three indices based upon the conceptual model and discuss the potential for their use to broaden characterizations of spatial patterns in biodiversity and habitat fragmentation. I also discuss their potential value for conservation planning under the assumption that habitat patch configuration has little importance where habitat is abundant. Finally, I discuss potential extensions, important limitations, and likely sensitivities to errors and parameterization.
Model description and demonstration
In the model for multispecies landscape pattern indices presented here, the spatial patterns of habitat are quantified and/or categorized throughout landscapes for individual species. Those species-specific characterizations of spatial patterns are then aggregated to produce multispecies indices. The three indices that I present are based upon measures of habitat amount, although other landscape pattern indices could be used instead, including ones that reflect patch configuration rather than composition.
Example multispecies landscape pattern indices
Cumulative habitat amount (CHA)-CHA is the sum of individual species' habitat amounts surrounding a focal site. All study species for which habitat exists within their scale of effect distance of the site are included, so CHA represents a total multispecies habitat amount for the landscape centered around a site (Table 1) . However, an important aspect of CHA is that the landscape around the site that is assessed is actually an aggregation of species-specific landscapes of potentially different sizes. Those species-specific landscapes which are centered around the focal site are assigned a radius according to each species' scale of effect. Hereafter, I refer to such areas as ''neighborhoods.''
To calculate CHA, habitat amount is first quantified within the neighborhoods of all grid cells throughout each species' habitat map. Habitat amount is quantified as the proportion of each neighborhood that is habitat ( Fig. 1A ). That step produces habitat amount maps for each species with values for each cell (Fig. 1B) , and habitat amount values from each species are then summed at each cell. CHA maps depict spatial patterns in landscape composition for multiple species and could be informative in assessment or planning exercises that wish to account for landscape effects on observed species richness or the value of a specific site. In some applications, it may be valuable to use mean or median habitat amount instead of total habitat amount.
Fragmented species count (FSC)-FSC is the number of species for which a focal site is located where the habitat is considered fragmented. Hereafter, I refer to such portions of a study area as ''regions of fragmentation'' for a species (Table 1) . Like CHA, FSC reflects information at the landscape level because it is based upon assessments of whether a site is located within particular regions of the study area. However, as with CHA, the landscape that is assessed for each cell is multispecies and defined in part by the study species' diverse scales of effect and spatial distributions of habitat. Thus, the dimensions of the landscapes being characterized around cells are likely to vary across regions with heterogeneous compositions or features.
To calculate FSC, regions of fragmentation are first identified for each species. One approach to mapping regions of fragmentation is by applying a fragmentation threshold (Table 1) to a proportion habitat map ( Fig. 1B) . In that approach, the continuous values of the proportion habitat map are converted to binary values with the fragmentation threshold such that cells centered in neighborhoods where habitat is fragmented are assigned the foreground value, thus identifying cells within regions of fragmentation ( Fig. 1C ). Next, the region of fragmentation maps of all species can be summed to produce an FSC value for each cell. FSC maps incorporate several types of information: spatial patterns of species richness, spatial distributions of species' habitat, a measure of landscape structure (i.e., habitat amount), species- Fig. 1 Example of the single-species calculations used for the multispecies indices. The map extents are a portion of the demonstration study area shown in Fig. 2 . A A habitat map for a single species, shown in gray, with a scale of effect of 5 km (a) for habitat amount and a neighborhood (the area within circle b) superimposed around one grid cell (focal site at point c). A neighborhood exists for each grid cell in the map. B A habitat amount map in which grid cell values reflect the percentage of the area that is habitat within the neighborhood surrounding the cell. C A region of fragmentation map created by assigning grid cells from the percent habitat map in (B) with values below a fragmentation threshold (50%) to the foreground value (shown in gray). D A fragmented habitat map created by intersecting the habitat map in (A) with the region of fragmentation map (C). Multispecies indices are calculated by summing all species' habitat amount maps for CHA, regions of fragmentation maps for FSC, or fragmented habitat maps for FSHC specific scales of effect, and a fragmentation threshold. FSC maps exclude areas not within the scale of effect distance of any habitat and where habitat is not considered fragmented for any species.
Fragmented species-habitat count (FSHC)-FSHC is the number of species for which a focal site is habitat that is located within a region of fragmentation (Table 1 ). The calculation of FSHC is identical to that of FSC, but with an added step of intersecting the region of fragmentation maps of each species (Fig. 1C ) with their respective habitat maps (Fig. 1A ) in order to identify habitat grid cells that are located within regions of the study area where habitat is fragmented for the species (Fig. 1D ). The resulting maps of fragmented habitat for each species are summed for FSHC, as opposed to the region of fragmentation maps that are summed for FSC. Thus, this index incorporates the same information as FSC but additionally excludes non-habitat for each species. FSHC maps depicts spatial patterns in the number of fragmented species that may inhabit sites.
Study area and data
For demonstration of the calculation and application of the indices, I selected a 29,706.50 km 2 study area in Washington State, USA that included a variety of natural features including mountains, rivers, and large water bodies, as well as agricultural areas and cities of various densities ( Fig. 2a ; Supplements 1 and 2). I extracted habitat maps within this area from the Gap Analysis Project's (GAP) 2001 national habitat maps (USGS-GAP 2018). GAP habitat maps were built with a deductive modeling method whereby biologists reviewed scientific literature and expert opinion on individual species habitat associations and entered that information into a wildlife-habitat relationship database (McKerrow et al. 2018) . The database was queried and applied to spatial datasets such as GAP Land Cover, elevation, distance to water, forest-open edge, and forest interior to create seasonal maps of suitable habitat for survival or reproduction. I reclassified the seasonal maps to binary maps of summer habitat for the demonstration. The spatial resolution of GAP habitat maps is 30 m 9 30 m.
Scales of effect for habitat amount are unknown for most species, but I used NatureServe's separation distances as approximations (NatureServe 2018; Supplement 3). Those data are estimates of distances at which patches of habitat should be considered functionally separated for individual species and were based on Natural Heritage Program biologists' reviews of information on species' mobility and dispersal behaviors.
Index calculation I calculated the multispecies indices with the GAP habitat maps and proxies for scales of effect from NatureServe for 40 species. I randomly selected study species from a list of all terrestrial vertebrate species in the study area for which separation distances were available. In the GAP data, some habitat model parameters, such as stream buffers, are more common among some taxa than others, so I included 10 each of birds, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals in order to equalize the influences of inter-taxa similarities.
Like scales of effect, fragmentation thresholds are likely to vary among species and are largely unknown. However, values in the range of 10-50% have been reported or suggested (Andrén 1994; Fahrig 1997; Flather et al. 2002; Freemark et al. 2002; Noon and Dale 2002; Villard and Metzger 2014) . For this demonstration, I selected 50% to be conservative in what I ruled out as non-fragmented. Geoprocessing steps for the calculation of CHA, FSC, and FSHC maps were scripted in Python 2.7 (Python Software With the GAP habitat maps, I created habitat amount maps (Fig. 1b) for each species by calculating the percentage of the neighborhood around each cell that was habitat. Neighborhoods were defined as circles with radius length equal to the separation distances for the species (Fig. 1a ). Summing the habitat amount maps of all 40 species produced CHA values that ranged from 97.01 to 1339.52; indicating unevenness in landscape composition across the landscape for the species examined (Fig. 2b) . Areas with high and low habitat amounts occurred in areas with and without urban, suburban, or exurban developments. Low multispecies habitat amounts occurred atop Mt. Rainier and at large lakes, bays, and sounds near Seattle, WA.
There was also unevenness in FSC, which I calculated by first reclassifying habitat amount maps for each species according to the fragmentation threshold (50%) and then summing the resulting region of fragmentation maps (Fig. 1c ). The maximum possible value was 40 because 40 species were included in the analysis, but values ranged from 6 to 23 species. The median FSC value was 14 species, the 5th percentile was 9 species, and values above 20 were in the 95th percentile. Under the assumption that configuration is of low importance in areas where habitat is not fragmented, unevenness in FSC indicated that the number of species that may be sensitive to the configuration of landscape features and land cover types is also unevenly distributed across the region. FSC values were relatively high in some coastal and Fig. 4c can be used as a reference for landmarks and landforms in (b-d) because the map extents are identical mountain areas but areas with relatively low FSC occurred throughout the study region (Fig. 2c) . In a landscape planning or assessment context, this pattern means that landscape changes in coastal and mountain areas could be consequential for more species than in areas with low FSC (Fig. 2c) , which indicates greater complexity in landscape conservation questions at coastal and montane locations.
I calculated FSHC by summing the fragmented habitat maps (Fig. 1d ) of all species. FSHC values ranged from 0 to 18 species with a median value of two species, which indicated that most grid cells were habitat for very few species for which habitat was fragmented around the cell. The 95th quantile was seven species and the value 1 was in the 25th percentile. FSHC values appeared to be most heavily influenced by topography. Low FSHC values occurred throughout the study region on ridges, mountain peaks, large bodies of water, and other upland areas. Many of the highest FSHC values occurred along small streams, shorelines, and in areas dominated by human land uses such as roads, agricultural fields, and urban or suburban development (Fig. 2d ).
Value for describing spatial patterns in biodiversity CHA, FSC, and FSHC summarize information about landscapes around grid cells, such that map values describe relative patterns of fragmentation coarsely and aggregately for many species. One use of this information is in identifying general areas where fragmentation is relatively high and low (hereafter, fragmentation ''hotspots'' and ''coldspots'' respectively). Examining such locations in relation to the landscape features and conditions underlying them, would reveal the landscape conditions in which relatively high fragmentation levels can occur. For example, the occurrence and magnitude of high fragmentation levels in undeveloped landscapes or along ecotones could be explored. Examining fragmentation in relation to other descriptors, such as species richness or diversity (alpha and beta), would also broaden our understanding of spatial patterns in biodiversity by revealing fundamental correlations and dependencies between landscape heterogeneity and biodiversity that may not have been previously examined. That broader understanding would be possible because species-specific delineations of habitat provide species-specific representations of habitat amount and patchiness.
Applications to landscape conservation
The utilities of the indices for conservation are twofold. The new depictions of spatial patterns alone could improve the scopes of and contexts for assessments and prescriptions of landscape change, especially if used in concert with species richness maps and rarity, vulnerability, or priority weights for each species. Further utility could come from interpreting the maps while acknowledging the importance of landscape structure for wildlife: individuals and local populations respond to landscape structure in addition to site conditions (Cushman and McGarigal 2004; Fahrig 2013) and that response plays out from relationships between spatial heterogeneity within the surrounding landscape and processes such as immigration; emigration; reproduction, and survival at the site (Fahrig 1997) . Many believe that sites within less fragmented landscapes have better chances of population persistence (Fardila et al. 2017 ; but see Fahrig 2003 Fahrig , 2013 , and such a relationship supports a case for in-depth assessments of areas with low CHA or high FSC values (i.e., areas with many fragmented species) and interpretation of lower levels of CHA or higher levels of FSHC as potentially worse contexts for the persistence of populations at focal sites. Indepth assessments would involve investigating the importance of sites to the fragmented species as well as their responses to habitat configuration.
A second utility for conservation comes from comparing FSC and FSHC values at each site (i.e., grid cell) in a study area because they reflect information from different scales: landscapes and sites (Fig. 3) . Exploring the parameter space between these two indices reveals further implications for conservation actions under the assumption that patch configuration is of low importance in non-fragmented landscapes (i.e., with large amounts of habitat; Fig. 3) ; an assumption supported by work reviewed by Andrén (1994) and Villard and Metzger (2014) . Cases where site values (FSHC) are equal to region-based values (FSC) indicate that all fragmented species in the area potentially use that site (points a, b, and c along the diagonal line in Fig. 3) . The conservation implication of such cases is that care should be taken when affecting the spatial configuration of patches encompassing those cells, and thus it may be important to design landscapes or conservation actions around them. Furthermore, when all species are weighted equally, the sizes of values at sites (cells) with ratios close to one reflect the relevance of the sites in the context of the whole study extent: relatively small values reflect little importance of a site; relatively moderate values reflect local importance; and relatively large values reflect importance at the scale of the entire study area (''global importance''; Fig. 3) .
Another informative realm of the parameter space is where site values are low but landscape values are high (point d in Fig. 3 ). Those cases indicate that a site is located in a fragmentation hotspot, but is not habitat for the fragmented species. In such cases, if patch configuration is truly not important in non-fragmented landscapes, then there could be a case for converting sites at those grid cells to something of benefit to fragmented species in the area while offsetting the loss elsewhere as necessary, whereby habitat amount is not significantly altered for any species. Unfortunately, these cases represent extremes, and combinations of moderate values would be more difficult to interpret. For example, were a site in a highly fragmented landscape but with a moderate FSHC value, the implications would be uncertain as they fall between opposing actions: designing a landscape or conservation action around it or considering the conversion of it to something that benefits fragmented species (point e in Fig. 3) .
To demonstrate this type of application for conservation, I mapped areas where habitat configuration is of high and low importance in the study region (grid cells falling in regions a-d in Fig. 3 ). I identified sites as high importance where FSHC was greater than 95% of FSC because index values were very similar in those locations. I defined locations where configuration was of low importance as those locations where grid cells were in a region of fragmentation for more than 24 species but were not habitat for any fragmented species. I also explored the FSC-FSHC pairs that occurred in the study area for the 40 study species by recording FSC and FSHC values at 100,000 sample points that I chose at random from within the study area.
The sample of FSC-FSHC value pairs revealed FSHC values that were relatively high, moderate, and low for all but the largest FSC values (Fig. 4a) . Pairs with near-equal values occurred, but not at extreme low or high FSC values (i.e., areas a and c in Figs. 3,  4a ). The majority of value pairs, however, had relatively low FSHC values and pairs of similar FSHC and FSC values were uncommon (Fig. 4b) .
Areas where habitat configuration was of high importance (i.e., where FSHC was nearly equal to FSC) primarily occurred in the western half of the study region along rivers and streams (Fig. 4c) , and those grid cells were distributed in small, linear clusters along water features. Between 6 and 14 species were fragmented in the areas where those cells occurred. The importance of habitat configuration in riparian areas suggests that when considering potential conservation actions in the study area, such as the establishment of coarsely delineated corridors, it would be important to investigate and account for the role of riparian corridors in providing habitat connectivity for fragmented species. Fig. 3 The parameter space between fragmented species count (FSC) and fragmented species-habitat count (FSHC). Each site (grid cell) in the study area has a value for each index, so each site has a location within the parameter space. A site's location in the parameter space has implications for landscape conservation actions: the configuration of patches involving a site should be maintained when they are near or along the diagonal line, and doing so is important for (a) a small, (b) a moderate, and (c) a large number of study species for the study region. Sites in location (d) are not habitat for fragmented species but exist within fragmentation hotspots and, thus, may be candidates for conversion for the benefit of fragmented species in the area. Conservation implications are uncertain in areas where values of both indices are moderate, such as (e) Areas where habitat configuration was of low importance were primarily located throughout the central and southern portions of the study area (Fig. 4c ). Those areas included upland portions of foothills and mountains, riversides, urbanized areas, and agricultural fields. The next step in this type of application would be to investigate the landscapes surrounding the areas identified as having high importance of habitat configuration, as well as the ecologies, distributions, vulnerabilities, and conservation priority rankings of the fragmented species inhabiting those sites.
Discussion
The conceptual model for multispecies landscape pattern indices detailed here can be used to characterize spatial patterns in biodiversity in novel ways that are informative and provide useful context for landscape planning questions. While the spatial patterns of fragmentation in the example presented above may be unsurprising to some (i.e., fragmentation was high along streams and in areas with suburban development), the example demonstrates the way in which the conceptual model can be used to quantify and map landscape patterns with a broader view than is employed with single-species approaches. Those quantifications can have further utility under additional assumptions about landscape patterns and ecological processes, such as fragmentation thresholds and the importance of habitat amount versus configuration. Of course, implementation in real-life could be more complicated and thus application of the model would need to be tailored to specific cases, the relevance of assumptions assessed, and sensitivities explored. Below are some notable points of interest regarding the indices and the model more generally.
The primary requirements for reliable applications of the indices are knowledge of (1) the characteristic scales at which species perceive, interact with, and respond to their environments; (2) accurate models of the spatial distributions of habitat for individual species; and (3) the nature of species' responses to landscapes structure. Those requirements may necessitate research on movement patterns, environmental preferences, and population dynamics of the study species, ideally throughout their ranges. Research on the movements and environmental preferences of individual species could facilitate the development of new habitat models or evaluation of existing ones by revealing the appropriate spatial scales for models (Wiens 1989) , as well as which environmental variables can be used to reliably predict where habitat exists. Research on the population dynamics of species could employ spatially-explicit population models capable of assessing the importance of landscape predictors to examine relationships between population vital rates and landscape structure (Dunning et al. 1995) . In some cases, models of species abundance or occupancy may suffice (Blevins and With 2011; Forcey et al. 2015) .
Several sensitivities should be considered and preferably explored before basing conservation decisions upon CHA, FSC, and FSHC. One, the species list used for analyses will influence the results and should therefore be selected to match a conservation or assessment project's objectives. The indices may be most informative when applied to lists of species of conservation concern, non-generalists, or species known to be responsive to fragmentation. Two, the spatial extent of analyses will influence results when relative measures are employed, such as FSC hot-or coldspots that are identified with a percentile threshold approach, such as the one used by McKerrow et al. (2018) , because the spatial extent will influence the frequency distributions of grid cell values. Three, CHA, FSC, and FSHC values are sensitive to errors in the underlying data (Frazier and Kedron 2017) , particularly the habitat maps. Important types of error include commission rates, omission rates, spatial pattern error, and scale. Commission and omission c Fig. 4 Summary of FSC and FSHC value pairs from 100,000 randomly selected sites within the example study area; a value pairs of FSHC and FSC; b the density of value pairs in regions of the parameter space; and c a map of the importance of habitat configuration created by applying concepts from Fig. 3 to the study area. In c, value pairs that fell in the area labeled ''d'' in Fig. 3 were mapped as areas where landscape configuration is of low importance. Areas with high importance of configuration correspond to regions near a, b, and c in Fig. 3 , and are weighted according to the FSC values. High importance grid cells were not visible at large map scales because their spatial distribution was a scattered collection of thin, linear patches. Therefore, I aggregated their cell size by a factor of 30 to make them visible on the map. Basemap sources were National Geographic, Esri, DeLorme, HERE, UNEP-WCMC, USGS, NASA, ESA, METI, NRCAN, GEBCO, NOAA, and iPC errors in habitat maps could result from mapping the right amount of habitat on the landscape but in the wrong places or spatial patterns. Errors in CHA, FSC, and FSHC would be unpredictable in cases where predicted habitat amounts are accurate but the spatial pattern is not. Commission and omission errors could also arise when models overestimate (commission) or underestimate (omission) the amount of habitat. Overestimates of habitat amount would contribute to underestimates of fragmentation (i.e., biasing FSC and FSHC low), potentially causing a failure to identify all places where habitat configuration is important. Underestimates of habitat amount could cause overestimates of fragmentation and erroneous identification of fragmentation hotspots. Finally, scale errors could entail biases in estimates of species' scales of effect or mismatches between the resolution of data used in models and the resolution at which patches of a species' habitat can be accurately delineated. The model requires that datasets have the same spatial resolutions (i.e., grain), and, therefore, maps must be resampled to a common resolution if the user must employ habitat maps with different native resolutions. Analyses would ideally be conducted at the minimum resolution required to map habitat for all study species in order to minimize the influence of mapping errors. Resampling habitat maps to finer spatial resolutions that nest within the coarser ones would not change the scale of the information represented by the maps, but resampling to a coarser resolutions would.
In some cases, there may be enough data on species of interest to develop more sophisticated or speciesspecific fragmentation thresholds, which could improve the indices. Tailoring the threshold employed to individual species-location combinations by investigating thresholds for individual species within subregions as opposed to the entire study area would be ideal, because doing so could remove more nonfragmented habitat per species and reduce overestimates of the importance of configuration at the multispecies level (Villard and Metzger 2014) . Investigations of fragmentation thresholds have generally suggested that configuration is most important at intermediate levels of habitat amount (Andrén 1994; Flather et al. 2002; Freemark et al. 2002; Noon and Dale 2002; Villard and Metzger 2014) . However, in some cases, configuration may remain unimportant at all levels of habitat amount. For example, Betts et al. (2006) failed to find any effects of configuration on Blackburnian Warblers (Setophaga fusca) in the Greater Fundy Ecosystem, New Brunswick, Canada. In addition to empirical studies like that of Betts et al. (2006) , spatially-explicit population or simulation models built with information on species' habitat and dispersal abilities can be used to identify fragmentation thresholds. Such models can assess species' responses to patch configuration along gradients of habitat amounts and locate change points in the importance of patch configuration (Fahrig 1997; King and With 2002) .
Informative extensions of the indices may also be possible. One, additional utility may be gained by weighting region of fragmentation and fragmented habitat maps (Fig. 1c, d) , according to criteria such as species rarity, vulnerability, or conservation priority. For the demonstration, I weighted all species equally. Weights could also be applied according to the influence of or response to fragmentation on local populations, if those are determined to be species-or location-specific. Two, changes in habitat amounts and configurations over time could be examined to incorporate temporal aspects of spatial pattern, which are also relevant in conservation applications (Gustafson 1998) . Three, as with all models, there would be great value in empirically testing the characterizations of landscapes obtained with the indices and in quantifying the uncertainty around values.
There are also a few aspects of the broader conceptual model (i.e., aggregating single-species measures of spatial patterns in habitat distribution) which could be developed further or refined for some applications. First, pattern indices other than habitat amount may produce more informative indices in some cases. It is possible that measures of structural connectivity and edge effects, as they relate to population growth and persistence, could be bases for variations on the indices. I employed habitat amount as the foundation for the indices because it is a known landscape predictor of local population processes (Fahrig 2013; Villard and Metzger 2014) . Even better would be the use of functional connectivity indices, which would more directly quantify how the landscape within a neighborhood facilitates population processes (Fardila et al. 2017) .
In addition, the species-and location-specific natures of habitat definitions and scales of effect suggest that those landscape pattern indices that are optimal for quantifying landscape structure might also be species-and location-specific. Just as habitat preferences and scales of effect are unique to individual species, the common shapes and configurations of habitat patches may be unique or variations on common patterns. For example, the shapes and configurations of stream salamander habitat patches would be expected to mirror the spatial patterns of stream networks. The distributions of birds restricted to dry forests might reflect the shapes and configurations of ridges and south-facing slopes. That dimension of uniqueness may influence the appropriateness of particular indices for describing landscape-level influences on local populations of a particular species. It would be valuable to assess how universal the relevance of common landscape pattern indices is across taxa or guilds.
A second valuable refinement would be to move to a more sophisticated spatial model of species' habitats. The patch-matrix model upon which the habitat maps were based have shortcoming that have been described by Fischer and Lindenmayer (2007) and others (Fahrig 2013; Brudvig et al. 2017) . In general, they do not accurately reflect the spatial complexities and ecological gradients that occur in nature (Haila 2002; Didham et al. 2011; Frazier and Kedron 2017) where habitat quality, patch effects, matrix hostility, and other factors exist as continuums rather than binary states (Taylor et al. 1993; Fahrig 2001; Fischer and Lindenmayer 2007) . Therefore, continuum or hybrid patch-matrix continuum models could provide improvements to the accuracy of fragmentation science and landscape conservation ). On the other hand, patch-matrix models can be sufficient in many cases because they match the level of detail involved in many conservation questions, such as 'how much habitat exists for a species?', 'where is it?', and 'how fragmented is it?'
Finally, better scale of effect estimates and neighborhood delineation may be possible in some cases. There is much to learn about species' movement ecologies and, thus, landscape effects on local populations. Key aspects of this topic are the distances at which landscape structure influences populations (i.e., domains in scales of effect) and the nature of those relationships when they exist. Although the proxies for scale of effect that I used were rough, it is possible that they were within the domains at which habitat amount effects are greatest (Wheatley 2010) . However, Tittler et al. (2009) found evidence that mark-recapture data, a common basis for estimating dispersal distances, greatly underestimated dispersal distances. Delineations of neighborhoods could also be refined by accounting for landscape features around each site (grid cell) that impede movement by species, such as interstates, ridgelines, and large water bodies. Those refinements could improve the accuracy of multispecies indices and would require research into species' movement patterns and abilities as well as methods for identifying and mapping species-specific barriers to movements.
The basic challenge of landscape conservation is a formidable one: maximize the ability to influence population persistence for species of interest along with ecosystem function and resiliency through targeted landscape change. The path to success is likely more feasible with diverse suites of decision support tools (i.e., models and indices) than with a single all-encompassing index. Thus, CHA, FSC, and FSHC would be most valuable when used in conjunction with other biodiversity indices such as species richness, rarity, vulnerability, and habitat quality to frame, characterize, and examine landscape problems. This is true in part because landscape effects on local populations are often relatively mild (Fahrig 2001; Cushman and McGarigal 2004; Betts et al. 2006 ). Nevertheless, multispecies indices can provide views of landscapes that are rooted in the uniqueness of individual species and the spatial patterns of natural and anthropogenic landscape features. Such views could broaden our understanding of the context surrounding conservation actions and shed light on the complexity of habitat conservation challenges and the potential for tradeoffs involved in their solutions. provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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